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VTA Daily News Coverage for Tuesday, January 16, 2018 

1. Women’s March Train Service KCBS Radio (link to audio) 

2. Roadshow: Big crowds may take light rail to Women’s March in San Jose (Mercury 

News) 

3. Silicon Valley cities end dispute over massive commercial developments (Mercury 

News) 

4. San Jose, Santa Clara to sign agreements ending multibillion-dollar development 

feud  (Silicon Valley Business Journal) 

5. Light Rail Service Resumes Between Whisman, Bayshore Vta Stations (SFGate.com) 

6. Commuters May Have To Wait Longer For BART Extension To San Jose (KPIX Ch. 5) 

7. City seeks input on 'Grand Boulevard' project (Palo Alto Weekly) 

8. We Promise: Not Another Word on New BART Cars — Except for This (KQED.org) 

 

Women’s March Train Service KCBS Radio (link to audio) 

Roadshow: Big crowds may take light rail to Women’s March in San Jose (Mercury 

News) 

Do you know if organizers of the Women’s March in San Jose on Saturday and the VTA have 

worked together to improve transportation to this year’s march downtown? 

Last year, I went to the Tamien station 1½ hours before the march was set to start. But several 

trains passed by and did not stop at all because they were already full. 

I hope there is better planning this year for more and or bigger trains so that more of us can use 

this convenient method of public transportation to get to and from the march. 

Katie Bauman 

San Jose 

A: VTA will be running a regular Saturday schedule but with extra cars on those trains to 

accommodate crowds. And extra light rail trains will be on standby if needed. 

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTkyMzY1MzkmTURTZWVkPTk0NjMmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/01/16/roadshow-big-crowds-may-take-light-rail-to-womens-march-in-san-joses/


But plan ahead. Around 25,000 people flooded downtown San Jose last year and numerous 

downtown San Jose streets will be closed between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. 

Go to vta.org to plan your route and use the transit app. And purchase VTA fares ahead of time 

using EZfare. 

Another 100,000 people attended marches in San Francisco and 100,000 in Oakland last year. 

So check with BART, Caltrain and SF Muni for their plans. 

For more information check out womensmarchbayarea.org. 

Q: About three months ago Morrill Avenue was repaved and restriped, which was great as they 

introduced a bike lane. However, it would have been a great time to also redo that intersection. 

Morrill is a major road that ends there while the other side of Berryessa is a cul-de-sac with 

about four houses. 

There is a left-turn lane but no left-turn light. 

Do you have any insight on why they kept the intersection the same as it was? 

Alex Glanville 

San Jose 

A: The city looked at this intersection and its crash history, but concluded that the cost didn’t 

justify the changes you suggest. But your concerns led the city to decide to upgrade the signal 

from eight to 12 inches and install “Left turn yield” signs. It may take a few months, but changes 

are coming. 

Q: What’s going on with work on The Alameda? The work seems to have been abandoned. 

David Thompson 

San Jose 

A: It hasn’t been abandoned. In two or three months work should end between Fremont Street 

and Interstate 880. The city is modifying signals at Hedding and Taylor, adding a rapid flashing 

beacon at Emory, a new median with trees, ramp upgrades, bulb-outs, sidewalks and new 

streetlights. 

Back to Top 

 

Silicon Valley cities end dispute over massive commercial developments (Mercury 

News) 

The bickering cities of San Jose and Santa Clara have settled suits over two massive 

developments, ending a legal battle and clearing a hurdle to building the multi-billion dollar 

projects along city borders. 

https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/01/16/silicon-valley-cities-end-dispute-over-massive-commercial-developments/


The two projects — City Place in Santa Clara and Santana West in San Jose — are designed to 

bring sprawling office parks, retail and tens of thousands of jobs to the region, along with some 

new homes. Leaders from both cities have been concerned about developments in neighboring 

municipalities affecting their schools, traffic, taxes and housing supply. 

San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and Santa Clara Mayor Lisa Gillmor issued a joint statement 

Tuesday saying the two cities would work together to provide additional funding for traffic 

improvements and affordable housing. 

“We’ve reached a fair settlement that will benefit both of our cities’ residents,” the statement 

said.  “In addition to allowing these important projects to move forward, this settlement will 

help our two cities better address the significant affordable housing and traffic congestion 

problems gripping our region.” 

City Place, located next to Levi Stadium in Santa Clara, is slated to bring 5.7 million square feet 

of office space and 1.5 million square feet of retail shops on about 240 acres. The project also 

includes 1,360 residences, 700 hotel rooms, and a 30-acre park. 

Santana West in San Jose is expected to bring nearly 1 million square feet of office space and 

29,000 square feet of retail to the corner of Winchester Boulevard and Olsen Drive. The 13-acre 

parcel is near Valley Fair and Santana Row. 

The settlement calls for City Place developers to pay San Jose $4.5 million for traffic 

improvements in North San Jose during the first construction phase, and up to $10 million, less 

some credits, as the second phase begins. 

In return, San Jose agreed to drop an appeal of a judge’s November 2017 ruling that validated 

Santa Clara’s environmental report on City Place. 

The agreement does not require Santa Clara to build housing — a major concern for San Jose 

leaders worried the city’s soaring rents and home prices would vault even higher as new 

residents sought homes. 

City Place could bring 25,000 new jobs, but Santa Clara has housing for only 13 percent of the 

new employees. 

The agreement also calls for $3.7 million for traffic improvements around Santana West in both 

cities, and for Santa Clara to receive $5 million for transportation and affordable housing. The 

legal dispute was settled Friday. 

The cities of San Jose and Santa Clara are expected to sign agreements Tuesday ending their 

feud over two huge developments on the cities’ common border. 

They would allow CityPlace and Santana West to proceed and put billions of dollars of 

development and tens of thousands of future jobs back into the pipeline. 



The agreements come after a San Mateo Superior Court judge ruled for Santa Clara in 

November on the lawsuit San Jose filed to stop the CityPlace development across Tasman Drive 

from Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara. It also comes on the day the same judge was to hear Santa 

Clara’s suit to block the Santana West development in San Jose at the intersection of 

Winchester and Stevens Creek boulevards. 

Under the agreements, the Business Journal has learned, San Jose will receive up to $15 million 

from CityPlace’s developer, the Related Companies, for traffic mitigation and housing. 

San Jose will pay Santa Clara up to $6.3 million for traffic improvements and legal fees 

regarding Santana West and agree that if it waives fees imposed on developers for future 

developments that cause traffic problems it Santa Clara, San Jose will pay for the traffic 

improvements itself. According to San Jose officials, that funding will come from developer fees 

already committed and a separate $5 million agreement with Related. 

"The City of San Jose is not providing any additional dollars for affordable housing or road 

improvements beyond what we had committed prior to the litigation," San Jose Mayor Sam 

Liccardo said. 

Santa Clara Mayor Lisa Gillmor said: “I feel like our major objectives have been taken care of. 

Although there are going to be ongoing discussions and communication with San Jose regarding 

development issues, we’re definitely on the right path.” 

San Jose initially filed suit to stop CityPlace — ultimately a $6.5-billion, nine-million square-foot 

retail, entertainment and housing project lying the Guadalupe River that separates the cities – 

under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The suit said the 25,000 jobs the project 

is supposed to create wouldn’t be matched by a commitment by Santa Clara to build sufficient 

housing for that many new workers, meaning many of those workers would be looking to live in 

San Jose — putting further pressure on a city that claims a severe housing-jobs imbalance 

already. 

Santa Clara followed the suit with one of its own, saying that the smaller Santana West 

development in San Jose on a separate stretch of the cities’ border would create more traffic 

congestion in Santa Clara. 

Gillmor has always maintained that the suit was not retaliation for the one that held up 

construction on CityPlace. She portrayed San Jose as a city that causes problems for its smaller 

city neighbors by waiving development fees to entice more business development. 

“Not only does it hurt their own residents but it also hurts residents in surrounding cities like 

Santa Clara when they do that,” she said. “One of our core concerns with the development in 

the Stevens Creek-Winchester area was we felt that San Jose was not fulfilling its 

responsibilities for traffic improvements and other development issues in that area. The 

settlement that we have on Santana West really puts the future responsibility for traffic 

improvements created by San Jose’s developments on San Jose.”  

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/11/14/santa-clara-vs-san-jose-lawsuit-city-place-related.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/11/14/santa-clara-vs-san-jose-lawsuit-city-place-related.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Sam%20Liccardo
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Sam%20Liccardo
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Lisa%20Gillmor


Liccardo said reductions in traffic mitigation fees have been granted in the past but not on the 

Santana West project. 

"When we had meetings with her and she made those allegations, we pointed out to her that it 

was not factual if she was referring along the Stevens Creek corridor," Liccardo said. "There 

were no waivers that were granted to any developer. If she’s going to make assertions like that, 

she ought to be specific about which projects she’s referring to because along that Stevens 

Creek corridor there were no waivers." 

Back to Top 

 

San Jose, Santa Clara to sign agreements ending multibillion-dollar development 

feud  (Silicon Valley Business Journal) 

The cities of San Jose and Santa Clara are expected to sign agreements Tuesday ending their 

feud over two huge developments on the cities’ common border. 

They would allow CityPlace and Santana West to proceed and put billions of dollars of 

development and tens of thousands of future jobs back into the pipeline. 

The agreements come after a San Mateo Superior Court judge ruled for Santa Clara in 

November on the lawsuit San Jose filed to stop the CityPlace development across Tasman Drive 

from Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara. It also comes on the day the same judge was to hear Santa 

Clara’s suit to block the Santana West development in San Jose at the intersection of 

Winchester and Stevens Creek boulevards. 

Under the agreements, the Business Journal has learned, San Jose will receive up to $15 million 

from CityPlace’s developer, the Related Companies, for traffic mitigation and housing. 

San Jose will pay Santa Clara up to $6.3 million for traffic improvements and legal fees 

regarding Santana West and agree that if it waives fees imposed on developers for future 

developments that cause traffic problems it Santa Clara, San Jose will pay for the traffic 

improvements itself. According to San Jose officials, that funding will come from developer fees 

already committed and a separate $5 million agreement with Related. 

"The City of San Jose is not providing any additional dollars for affordable housing or road 

improvements beyond what we had committed prior to the litigation," San Jose Mayor Sam 

Liccardo said. 

Santa Clara Mayor Lisa Gillmor said: “I feel like our major objectives have been taken care of. 

Although there are going to be ongoing discussions and communication with San Jose regarding 

development issues, we’re definitely on the right path.” 

San Jose initially filed suit to stop CityPlace — ultimately a $6.5-billion, nine-million square-foot 

retail, entertainment and housing project lying the Guadalupe River that separates the cities – 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/01/16/san-jose-santa-clara-border-war-cityplace-santana.html?ana=e_mc_prem&s=newsletter&ed=2018-01-16&u=oboFmgl6no%2FBUgbE98AM%2Bw0d876644&t=1516127187&j=79513661
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/01/16/san-jose-santa-clara-border-war-cityplace-santana.html?ana=e_mc_prem&s=newsletter&ed=2018-01-16&u=oboFmgl6no%2FBUgbE98AM%2Bw0d876644&t=1516127187&j=79513661
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/11/14/santa-clara-vs-san-jose-lawsuit-city-place-related.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/11/14/santa-clara-vs-san-jose-lawsuit-city-place-related.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Sam%20Liccardo
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Sam%20Liccardo
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Lisa%20Gillmor


under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The suit said the 25,000 jobs the project 

is supposed to create wouldn’t be matched by a commitment by Santa Clara to build sufficient 

housing for that many new workers, meaning many of those workers would be looking to live in 

San Jose — putting further pressure on a city that claims a severe housing-jobs imbalance 

already. 

Santa Clara followed the suit with one of its own, saying that the smaller Santana West 

development in San Jose on a separate stretch of the cities’ border would create more traffic 

congestion in Santa Clara. 

Gillmor has always maintained that the suit was not retaliation for the one that held up 

construction on CityPlace. She portrayed San Jose as a city that causes problems for its smaller 

city neighbors by waiving development fees to entice more business development. 

“Not only does it hurt their own residents but it also hurts residents in surrounding cities like 

Santa Clara when they do that,” she said. “One of our core concerns with the development in 

the Stevens Creek-Winchester area was we felt that San Jose was not fulfilling its 

responsibilities for traffic improvements and other development issues in that area. The 

settlement that we have on Santana West really puts the future responsibility for traffic 

improvements created by San Jose’s developments on San Jose.”  

Liccardo said reductions in traffic mitigation fees have been granted in the past but not on the 

Santana West project. 

"When we had meetings with her and she made those allegations, we pointed out to her that it 

was not factual if she was referring along the Stevens Creek corridor," Liccardo said. "There 

were no waivers that were granted to any developer. If she’s going to make assertions like that, 

she ought to be specific about which projects she’s referring to because along that Stevens 

Creek corridor there were no waivers." 

Back to Top 

 

Light Rail Service Resumes Between Whisman, Bayshore Vta Stations 

(SFGate.com) 

Light rail service has resumed between the Whisman and Bayshore/NASA stations on the 

Mountain View/Winchester line of Santa Clara County's Valley Transportation Authority, transit 

officials said. 

Earlier today, a bus bridge was put into operation because of a loss of power, according to 

transit officials. The bus bridge is now canceled and normal service is restored. 

Back to Top 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/bayarea/article/Light-Rail-Service-Resumes-Between-Whisman-12496358.php


Commuters May Have To Wait Longer For BART Extension To San Jose (KPIX Ch. 

5) 

South Bay commuters may have to wait even longer to hop on a BART train. 

The extension will eventually run from the Warm Springs Station at the Fremont border to the 

Berryessa Station in East San Jose. 

But BART officials are warning of another possible delay to its San Jose extension that may push 

the opening day three months later than expected, and into the fall of 2018. 

BART says it will be late, but the Valley Transportation Authority still says it will be on time. 

We’re hearing two different stories about the opening of the 10-mile extension. 

BART’s partner agency, the VTA, tells us that BART to San Jose is still on track to open sometime 

in June. 

VTA spokesperson Brandi Childress said, “June is the target date that was committed to. That is 

what we are aiming for, that is the current timeline.” 

The disconnect between BART and VTA has to do with track testing and certification. 

VTA has completed construction and says it’s now working side by side with BART on testing, 

moving trains up and down the new sets of tracks. 

But BART says it will need up to six more months of testing on its own when it takes full control 

of the tracks in March and that could push the opening back until September 2018. 

VTA is trying to nudge BART into cutting that time in half. 

“What we are doing is using their resources, their dedicated staff, to help condense that time 

frame. And that is what we are still looking at, being able to reach that target date of June,” 

Childress said. 

Last year, VTA said construction was ahead of schedule and predicted opening in December 

2017. 

But integrating the extension into BART’S existing computer systems ran into problems and 

pushed the dates back. Now it may be pushed back yet again. 

BART riders say all the delays are disappointing. 

BART rider Patrick Tuttle said, “I was hoping to take BART to San Jose at the beginning of this 

year, I guess we’ll just have to wait a few more months.” 

“They should stay on schedule,” said Carlos Lucero, another BART rider. “I think any kinds of 

delays do affect the people who ride transit and depend on it as well.” 

Back to Top 

http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2018/01/12/commuters-bart-extension-san-jose/


City seeks input on 'Grand Boulevard' project (Palo Alto Weekly) 

City officials will host three community meetings next week on re-envisioning the Palo Alto 

section of the El Camino Real Grand Boulevard Initiative. 

The initiative is a project comprised of 19 cities and agencies to make El Camino more 

pedestrian-friendly and have more mixed-use developments near public transit. The current 

segment redesign study would be between Stanford Avenue and Lambert Avenue. 

Next week's meetings will gather input and suggestions from the public for the Grand 

Boulevard study. The initiative received a $350,000 state grant in 2016 from the California 

Department of Transportation as part of the agency's Sustainable Transportation Planning 

program. 

The meetings will take place on the following dates: 

• Sunday, Jan. 14, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. at the California Avenue Farmers' Market. 

• Wednesday, Jan. 17, 4-7 p.m. at Country Sun Natural Foods, 440 California Ave. 

• Thursday, Jan. 18, 4-7 p.m. at the California Avenue Caltrain station, 101 California Ave. 

The public can also give their input through a survey at gis.fehrandpeers.com. For more 

background on the project, visit cityofpaloalto.org. 

Back to Top 

 

 

We Promise: Not Another Word on New BART Cars — Except for This (KQED.org) 

We have an editor here at KQED News who says he doesn’t want to hear another word about 

BART’s Fleet of the Future until the long-promised/eagerly awaited train cars are actually on 

the tracks and carrying passengers. 

Likewise, BART’s media team sounds like it’s getting a little weary of fielding reporters’ queries 

about when the cars might finally carry paying passengers. “When there is news, we’ll issue an 

advisory,” is how one team member put it Tuesday. 

Yet: We still want to know. BART has been saying the cars have been coming for more than a 

year. The agency said their debut was imminent in the fall. Then a couple of things went 

wrong during a required test run with inspectors from the California Public Utilities 

Commission, which must certify the cars as ready for revenue service. 

The new fleet is at the core of the agency’s promise to improve service — a promise that looms 

more urgent as BART continues to watch ridership decline. Weekday ridership declined by 2.8 

percent during the first quarter of the system’s current fiscal year — July 1 through Sept. 30, 

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2018/01/12/city-seeks-input-on-grand-boulevard-project
http://gis.fehrandpeers.com/GBIPaloAlto/
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/news/displaynews.asp?NewsID=4119
https://ww2.kqed.org/news/2018/01/16/we-promise-not-another-word-on-new-bart-cars-except-for-this/
https://ww2.kqed.org/news/2017/11/20/bart-says-its-ironed-out-problems-with-new-cars-and-you-can-ride-soonish/
https://ww2.kqed.org/news/2017/11/08/bart-faces-new-delay-in-rolling-out-fleet-of-the-future/
https://ww2.kqed.org/news/2017/11/08/bart-faces-new-delay-in-rolling-out-fleet-of-the-future/


2017 — compared to the same period in the previous year. The lower number of riders is a 

budget hit for an agency that depends on fares for about 75 percent of its operating budget. 

BART intends to buy 775 cars from Montreal-based Bombardier, at a cost of $2.6 million each, 

to replace its current fleet. The district also hopes to find the cash — perhaps in a regional 

bridge toll measure expected to go to voters in June — to buy an extra 300 or so cars — a 

number that would help it to ramp up transbay service and handle expected ridership demand 

on its Silicon Valley expansion. 

So with the current and future scenarios all set, here’s a scrap of new-car news: BART General 

Manager Grace Crunican told the BART board of directors last Thursday that it conducted a test 

of a pilot train on Jan. 9 with CPUC inspectors aboard. 

Crunican said the cars “performed very well,” but added that there had been one problem: The 

train doors refused to open at the Downtown Berkeley Station. “I’m sure that wasn’t a political 

statement on the part of the doors,” Crunican quipped. 

BART spokeswoman Alicia Trost said Tuesday the problem was due to wayside equipment at 

the Berkeley station, not with the train. 

The precise nature of the problem aside, Crunican told the board last week that BART’s safety 

team was meeting with the CPUC to determine what steps are still necessary to get the 

regulators’ safety certification. 

Crunican also said BART has received 20 of the new cars. More are in the pipeline. And, as we 

see from social media posts, they’re being spotted all over the country — on their way from 

Bombardier’s plant in Plattsburgh, New York, to BART’s Hayward testing facility. Below — a 

recent sighting near Fort Wayne, Indiana. 

 

 

 

 
Conserve paper. Think before you print.  
 

https://ww2.kqed.org/news/2017/09/15/sb-595-bay-area-transportation-plan-regional-measure-3/
https://ww2.kqed.org/news/2017/09/15/sb-595-bay-area-transportation-plan-regional-measure-3/
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VTA Daily News Coverage for Wednesday, January 17, 2018 

1. High-speed rail's Central Valley cost estimate soars by 35% (Silicon Valley Business 

Journal) 

2. Housing emerges near downtown San Jose Google village sites (Mercury News) 

3. California high-speed rail agency taps Kelly as CEO (Progressive Railroading) 

  

High-speed rail's Central Valley cost estimate soars by 35% (Silicon Valley 

Business Journal) 

In what the head of the California high-speed rail project’s primary consulting firm described 

Tuesday as “the worst-case scenario has happened,” Roy Hill said the cost of the first 119 miles 

of the railroad in the San Joaquin Valley is expected to exceed the $7.8 billion estimate in the 

current business plan by more than a third. 

In a presentation to the rail authority board in Sacramento just weeks before the draft of the 

2018 business plan is to be published, Hill said the $2.8 billion increase was due to delays in 

acquiring rights of way, higher land prices, intrusion barriers to separate freight railroads from 

the high-speed line along segments where they share a common corridor and an expected $1 

billion increase in the cost of laying track. 

All of those risks were identified in the current business plan, released two years ago, but were 

underestimated, board chair Dan Richard said in the meeting. He was not available for an 

interview afterward. 

“We have strategies in place to try and bring the costs down,” authority spokeswoman Lisa 

Marie Alley said. “But is there the potential for a program overall cost increase? Absolutely. Is 

that what we want? No, but it could happen.” 

The Los Angeles Times reported a year ago on what it said was a secret risk analysis by the 

Federal Railroad Administration that pegged the expected cost of the initial construction 

segment at $10 billion, approximately the rail authority’s new $10.6 billion estimate. 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/01/17/ca-high-speed-rail-central-valley-cost-estimate.html?ana=e_mc_prem&s=newsletter&ed=2018-01-17&u=oboFmgl6no%2FBUgbE98AM%2Bw0d876644&t=1516215466&j=79519741
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Roy%20Hill
https://media.bizj.us/view/img/10760830/1-16-18-central-valley-costs.pdf
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Dan%20Richard
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Lisa%20Marie%20Alley
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Lisa%20Marie%20Alley
http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-bullet-cost-overruns-20170106-story.html


Both the rail authority and FRA said the Times mischaracterized the analysis as a prediction, 

which they said was incorrect. 

The revelation came at the same meeting at which the rail authority announced that Brian 

Kelly, currently California’s secretary of transportation, will become CEO of the rail project at an 

annual salary of $385,000, replacing Jeff Morales, who resigned effective last June. 

Kelly was quoted by the Associated Press saying that “much of today was a ‘lessons learned’ 

expression. Because they learned these things the hard way on the early contracts they will not 

repeat them on the later contracts.” 

Jim Patterson 

Doesn't matter if you're for it or against it. We've been warned over & over again about 
major trouble at @CaHSRA. Going on auto-pilot is no longer an option. We need to 
hear Plan B. http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-bullet-train-cost-overrun-
20180116-story.html … #AuditCAHSR 
4:34 PM - Jan 16, 2018 
Republican Assemblymember Jim Patterson of Fresno, a high-speed rail opponent who was 

unsuccessful earlier this year in forcing an audit of the project that could have further delayed 

construction, tweeted Tuesday that the cost increase means “we need to hear Plan B.” 

He told the Fresno Bee that he will renew his call for an audit at a joint legislative committee 

hearing Jan. 30 

Back to Top 

Housing emerges near downtown San Jose Google village sites (Mercury News) 

 In plans that underscore the potential Google effect on downtown San Jose, developers are 

pushing ahead with a residential and retail complex virtually next door to where Google wants 

to build a village of office towers for its employees. 

A plan to build a seven-story complex with 249 housing units near the corner of Julian and 

Stockton streets in downtown San Jose is moving forward, according to Erik Schoennauer, a San 

Jose-based land-use and property consultant who is leading the project’s development effort. 

“This is really an ideal urban village project,” Schoennauer said. 

The complex would consist of the residential units and 27,000 square feet of ground-floor 

retail. San Jose officials recently cleared the way for the project to move forward, with approval 

of a permit to develop the site. 

“Ample ground-floor retail, a publicly accessible plaza on the corner, high-density residential 

and dramatic architecture” are among the features of the proposed development, Schoennauer 

said. 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/01/13/what-delays-or-overruns-feds-state-rail-officials.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Brian%20Kelly
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Brian%20Kelly
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/04/21/jeff-morales-high-speed-rail-ceo-to-step-down.html
https://twitter.com/JimPatterson559
https://twitter.com/CaHSRA
https://t.co/XMQDq9mzJ7
https://t.co/XMQDq9mzJ7
https://twitter.com/hashtag/AuditCAHSR?src=hash
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Assemblymember%20Jim%20Patterson
http://www.fresnobee.com/news/local/high-speed-rail/article194995999.html
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/01/15/housing-emerges-near-downtown-san-jose-google-village-sites/


The project is located near Diridon Station, a transit hub that today is a nexus of light rail, bus 

lines, Amtrak, Caltrain and ACE Train connections. In the next few years, BART and high-speed 

rail lines also are expected to connect to the station. 

All of this transportation potential has heightened interest in developing properties near 

Diridon Station. 

“This is exactly what the Diridon Station Area Plan calls for,” Schoennauer said, referring to the 

715 W. Julian complex. 

A short distance from the Julian and Stockton streets development site, Google is fashioning 

plans for a massive, transit-oriented village consisting of 6 million to 8 million square feet of 

offices where 15,000 to 20,000 of the company’s employees could work. 

That has led to what some observers call “The Google Effect,” which they believe has triggered 

an array of development proposals and investment efforts in downtown San Jose. 

Next to the Google site, two different developers have proposed construction of 2 million 

square feet of offices that could accommodate 10,000 workers, potentially including technology 

employees. 

“The 715 West Julian development fits in with the city of San Jose’s long-term goal of housing 

near jobs,” said Bob Staedler, principal executive with Silicon Valley Synergy, a San Jose-based 

land-use planning consultancy. “The best way to get people out of their cars is to put houses 

near jobs.” 

Plans approved by the city call for the demolition of five buildings at 715 W. Julian St. to clear 

the way for the project. A development timeline wasn’t immediately available. 

In addition to this, developers have proposed, or are building, thousands more residential units 

in and near downtown San Jose. Many of those projects are towers with ground-floor retail. 

“These kinds of projects show that San Jose is evolving into an urban-oriented and transit-

friendly city,” Staedler said. 
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California high-speed rail agency taps Kelly as CEO (Progressive Railroading) 

The California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA) has named Brian Kelly chief executive officer, 

effective Feb. 1. 

 

Kelly succeeds Jeff Morales, who left the job in early summer. Kelly has served as secretary of 

the California State Transportation Agency (CalSTA) since it was created in 2013. 

 

http://www.progressiverailroading.com/high_speed_rail/news/California-high-speed-rail-agency-taps-Kelly-as-CEO--53704?email=stacey.hendlerross@vta.org&utm_medium=email&utm_source=prdailynews&utm_campaign=prdailynews1/17/2018
http://www.hsr.ca.gov/
http://www.progressiverailroading.com/high_speed_rail/news/California-High-Speed-Rail-Authority-CEO-Morales-to-step-down--51431


As secretary, Kelly led efforts to enact Senate Bill 1, which marked the single largest investment 

in California's transportation infrastructure, CHSRA officials said in a press release.  

 

Kelly also developed the United States' first regulations for testing and deploying autonomous 

vehicle technology.  

 

"Brian has been a keen advocate for the development of high-speed rail as a core component of 

California’s future transportation networks," said CHSRA Chairman Dan Richard. "As a 

respected leader and skilled manager he will provide the right leadership as the project moves 

into the delivery and commercialization phase." 

 

Prior to his appointment at CalSTA, Kelly served as chief transportation policy consultant for 

four successive Senate presidents in the California State Legislature. 

 

Following Kelly's departure from CalSTA, California Gov. Jerry Brown has named Brian Annis 

acting secretary. Annis served as the agency's undersecretary since 2013. 
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From: VTA Board Secretary  

Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 4:59 PM 

To: VTA Board of Directors 

Subject: VTA Correspondence: Presentation on Light Rail Train Horn Rule 

 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

We are forwarding you the following:  

 

From Topic 

VTA – at the request of 

SSTPO Chairperson Chavez 

Staff presentation provided at the December 15, 2017 

SSTPO meeting: Agenda Item #6 – Light Rail Train 

Horn Rule 

 

Thank you. 

 

Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 

board.secretary@vta.org 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://vtaorgcontent.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Site_Content/sstpo_121517_packet_ppts.pdf#page=12
http://vtaorgcontent.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Site_Content/sstpo_121517_packet_ppts.pdf#page=12
mailto:board.secretary@vta.org


Federal Railroad Administration’s

“Train Horn Rule”

December 15, 2017

Agenda Item #6



Trains under the jurisdiction of the 
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) 
must sound their horns 15-20 seconds 
before entering public grade crossings

*But not more than ¼ mile in advance of said crossing…

Train Horn Rule

2



Train horns provide a significant 
audible warning to alert both 

pedestrians and vehicles of trains that 
are approaching a crossing

Train Horn Purpose
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If a crossing contains sufficient 
supplemental safety measures (SSMs) 
or alternative safety measures (ASMs), 

a quiet zone may be established

Quiet Zone Exception
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• Notice of Establishment – if sufficient SSMs, the owner of 
the land can establish if:

 Notice to the FRA, the California Public Utilities 
Commission (CPUC) & other parties specified in law

 60-day comment period
 If no objections, quiet zone established

• Notice of Public Authority Application – if insufficient SSMs, 
the land owner must show sufficient ASMs and:

 Notice to FRA, CPUC & other parties specified in law
 FRA reviews safety of the crossings
 If FRA finds appropriate, quiet zone established

Establishing A Quiet Zone
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October 1, 2005 – the Vasona Line began operating from San 
Fernando Avenue, in San Jose, to Winchester Avenue, in Los 
Gatos

November 21, 2005 – City of San Jose, with help from VTA, 
prepared and filed a Notice of Establishment for a quiet zone 
from San Fernando Ave to Bascom Ave

December 13, 2005 – Quiet zone went into effect.

History of Vasona Line
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San Jose Quiet Zone
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• West San Carlos Street

• Sunol Street
• Auzerais Avenue
• Lincoln Avenue
• Race Street
• Parkmoor Avenue
• Fruitdale Avenue
• Leigh Avenue
• Stokes Street
• Bascom Avenue

Street Crossings Within Quiet Zone
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2012 - VTA sought to modify safety measures at 
crossings just outside the quiet zone.  Following its 
review, FRA concluded:

 The initial establishment of the quiet zone should have 
followed the Notice of Public Authority Application process

 The FRA would conduct an official review of the quiet zone

 San Jose was encouraged to submit a Notice of Public 
Authority Application for proper establishment

 The quiet zone would be allowed to continue pending FRA 
review

FRA’s Review of Quiet Zone
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March 7, 2016 - After discussions with 
VTA, FRA, Union Pacific Rail Road (UPRR) 
and the CPUC, the City of San Jose 
submitted a Notice of Public Authority 
Application to the FRA to properly 
establish the quiet zone  

City of San Jose’s Response
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May 4, 2016 - CPUC reviewed quiet zone and found:

 During the last 10 years, there has been substantial increase in 
residential development around crossings within the quiet zone

 11 of the 14 recorded incidents were not suicides

 Pedestrians and bicyclists along the quiet zone “have established a 
history of walking around activated railroad warning devices and 
being struck by trains”  

 Train horns are critical in cases where activated railroad warning 
devices are being ignored by members of the public

 The CPUC strongly recommends against maintaining the quiet 
zone

Comments from the CPUC
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Since 2005 - there have been a total of 20 recorded incidents 
between a light rail train and a pedestrian on foot, riding a 
bicycle, or riding in an automobile  

 8– Fatalities 
(including 2 suicides)

 7 – Injury incidents

 5 – Non-injury incidents

Incidents Since Establishment
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Over the last 10 years - along the quiet zone:

2 commercial project developments have been 
completed

5 TOD projects are under construction (bringing 
1,585 multi-family units)

7 TOD projects are planned for future 
construction (adding up to 1,941 more multi-
family units)

Population has increased by 4,642 residents  

Development / Population Growth
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• The City of San Jose, as the land owner, can unilaterally 
terminate the quiet zone by giving one week’s notice to 
the FRA, the CPUC, VTA, UPRR, and public safety 
agencies

• VTA can only make a request to the FRA that the quiet 
zone be terminated 

Addressing FRA & CPUC Concerns
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• VTA has discussed with the FRA and the City of San Jose 
the possibility of a partial quiet zone

• FRA has indicated it would support a partial quiet zone 
where trains would not be required to blow their horns 
between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.

• City of San Jose has indicated it prefers to maintain a 
full quiet zone until further studies can be conducted

Addressing FRA & CPUC Concerns
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QUESTIONS?
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 5:01 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: January 19, 2018 Media Clips 
 

 

VAT Daily News Coverage for Friday, January 19, 2018 

1. Coalition Supporting Regional Measure 3 Assembles to Bring Infrastructure 

Improvements and Increased Transportation Capacity to the Bay Area (WND.com) 

2. Transit village: An alternative to traffic-choked commutes is rising in Silicon Valley 

3. Study finds riskiest times, routes for Bay Area drivers (San Francisco Chronicle) 

4. High-Cost Rail - Part 139 Cost Overruns and Commuting via HSR (Burlingame Voice) 

5. The long and winding track for BART’s new rail cars (Silicon Valley Business Journal) 

6. Congestion pricing: Driving in Manhattan could cost $11.52 (sent-trib.com) 

7.  High-Speed Rail Cost Spikes To $89 Million Per Mile (breitbart.com) 

8. Corporate Shuttles Attacked (NBC Bay Area) 

 

Coalition Supporting Regional Measure 3 Assembles to Bring Infrastructure 

Improvements and Increased Transportation Capacity to the Bay Area (WND.com) 

Today a coalition of leading planning, transportation, business, and labor organizations 

announced that they are actively supportive of Regional Measure 3 (RM3) and will lead the 

endeavor to bring necessary improvements to the Bay Area's transportation and infrastructure 

network, including traffic relief, BART expansion, and highway corridor improvements. The 

coalition including the Bay Area Council, Silicon Valley Leadership Group, and SPUR is 

dynamically engaged in working with the nine-county region to ensure communities have a 

promising transit future secured through the approval of RM3 by voters this June. 

"We applaud and encourage the Metropolitan Transportation Commission's ongoing efforts to 

place RM3 on the June ballot. Traffic doesn't respect city or county boundaries. It's a regional 

problem requiring regional solutions. That's why we're excited that Bay Area residents will have 

an opportunity to vote for RM3, a measure funding large transportation improvements that will 

reduce traffic and expand transit choices along the most congested corridors in our region," 

said Silicon Valley Leadership Group CEO Carl Guardino, who's also a member of the CA 

Transportation Commission.   

http://markets.wnd.com/worldnetdaily/news/read?GUID=35624607
http://markets.wnd.com/worldnetdaily/news/read?GUID=35624607


"Bay Area commuters battling record traffic are desperate for big investments in our 

transportation system that will bring meaningful relief," said Jim Wunderman, President and 

CEO of the Bay Area Council. "Regional Measure 3 will invest $4.5 billion to clear highway 

bottlenecks, expand and modernize BART, bus and ferry transit services, and dramatically 

improve connections between buses, trains and bikes. With the leadership of the Metropolitan 

Transportation Commission to place RM3 on the June ballot, voters will have the power to put 

traffic in our rearview mirror."  

"Thanks to the MTC's commitment to solving the Bay Area's growing congestion problems and 

its work with the state legislature to authorize RM3, we now have the opportunity to make a 

significant impact on the future of transportation and infrastructure in the Bay Area," reiterated 

SPUR President and CEO Gabriel Metcalf. "The revenues from the proposed toll increase will be 

used to finance significant improvements for our region and communities." 

The Coalition: 

The Bay Area Council represents more than 275 of the largest employers in the region as the 

region's voice of business and is a public policy advocacy organization for the nine-county Bay 

Area. The Council seeks to proactively advocate for a strong economy, a vital business 

environment, and a better quality of life for community members. 

The Silicon Valley Leadership Group represents more than 370 of Silicon Valley's most 

respected employers on issues, programs and campaigns that affect the economic health and 

quality of life in Silicon Valley, including education, energy, environment, health, housing, tax 

policies, tech and innovation, and transportation. 

The San Francisco Bay Area Planning and Urban Research Association (SPUR) is a respected 

civic planning organization known for their holistic approach to urban issues and developing 

solutions to the big problems Bay Area cities face. 

Each of these organizations has consistently been involved in regional transportation initiatives 

and local programs that improve the quality of life for those that live and work in the Bay Area. 

The coalition is dedicated to continuing to support such initiatives with their joint partnership 

and by working with communities, transportation agencies, and employers to move the region 

forward with the passage of RM3. 

To assist in carrying out an impactful effort to pass RM3, the coalition has selected a seasoned 

campaign team, who recently ran the successful nine-county Measure AA campaign. Measure 

AA was a ballot initiative to restore wetlands throughout the Bay Area generating $500 

million over 20 years for critical tidal marsh restoration projects around the Bay Area. 

This seasoned campaign team led by TBWB Strategies and Barry Barnes includes strategic 

partners Jessica Reynolds of Reynolds Strategies, Annie Eagan of Annie Eagan Consulting, Dan 

Kully of Kully Struble, and Adam Alberti of Singer Associates, Inc. The team's vast experience 



and recent success with Measure AA will support the coalition in leading a 

compelling RM3 campaign that will have high returns for the nine-county region. 

The nine-county region of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San 

Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano and Sonoma will need a majority of voters to approve RM3 to 

support the crucial and practical highway and transit improvements. 

The funds as a result of RM3 will be used for multiple and diverse projects from ferry service 

expansion to increased BART capacity to valuable upgrades in transportation corridors that will 

relieve congestion. 

Back to Top 

 

Transit village: An alternative to traffic-choked commutes is rising in Silicon Valley 

Ralph Borelli, a veteran Bay Area realty executive, believes development in traffic-choked 

Silicon Valley must include transit villages — communities of homes and businesses built next 

to mass-transit hubs. 

Borelli is following through on this philosophy with the massive Market Park San Jose 

complex that is emerging next to the future Berryessa BART Station in northeast San Jose. 

Office towers, a grocery store, restaurants, shops and thousands of homes are being planned, 

or have been built, next to the station. 

 

All told, 3,600 residences could emerge as part of the mixed-use village that is beginning to rise 

at the Berryessa Flea Market site, near the transit hub. 

Since 2005, Borelli has been guiding Market Park through the development and marketing 

process on behalf of the flea market property’s owners, the Bumb family. 

This news organization spoke to Borelli on an array of development and economic growth 

topics. The interview is edited for length and clarity. 

Q: Why are transit villages becoming more viable? 

A: There is a growing trend for more urban development and walkable communities. Look at 

the traffic that we are subjected to now. The traffic conditions are horrible and people are tired 

of it. Having the ability to live in an area where you have services around you, shopping, dining, 

the ability walk to work or catch mass transit is something people want. People don’t enjoy 

one- and two-hour commutes each way. 

Q: Is the day over for the sprawling suburban office campus, for the most part? 

https://www.eastbaytimes.com/2018/01/18/sv-chat-ralph-borelli/
http://marketparksanjose.com/


A: A substantial investment has been made in these suburban campuses over the decades. But 

look at what Google and Adobe are doing in downtown San Jose, look at all the tech companies 

that are taking space in San Francisco, when historically, they stayed out of there. There is 

tremendous competition for tech talent and companies believe they must provide the 

amenities for recruitment, retention, satisfaction of employees. 

Q: What will make Market Place a viable transit village? 

A: Part of this will feel like Santana Row’s apartments, with 1,000 units that are a combination 

of single-family detached homes, townhouses and 560 apartment units, along with 37,000 

square feet of ground-floor retail. Plus, you have a large retail center that should start 

construction in 2018. You also will have open space, and the Coyote Creek trail, recreational 

activities and trail connections to the BART station. KB Homes has been selling the houses on 

the site as fast as they can build them. 

Q: Are these kinds of transit villages appealing to millennials? 

A: With mixed-use retail, you can have shopping, grocery stores, open spaces, all near what in 

2018 will become San Jose’s only BART station for several years, which really will attract 

millennials. This site is very much evolving into an urban setting. 

Q: What’s going on with the office buildings? 

A: More tech companies are looking at retail and residential mixed-use development, and if you 

think about it, Google is doing the same thing in downtown San Jose, with its big project near 

restaurants, shopping and housing. Market Park will have office space right on the BART 

station, surrounded by up to 2,600 units of housing. We are looking at four to five office 

buildings and 1.5 million to 2 million square feet of office space. The amount of office space will 

depend on how the market responds to our proposed project. 

Q: How does the housing increase the viability? 

A: All the housing in the project gives us a real critical mass of people living on site, with a blend 

of for-sale and for-rental units. 

Q: What sort of retail are you planning? 

A: We have a grocery store, drug store pharmacy, various types of food and services retail, 

there could be professional services such as dental. Plus the office buildings may have ground-

floor retail. 

Q: How crucial will it be to be at this particular BART station? 

A: We are right on what will be San Jose’s only BART station for several years. When it opens 

up, people at Berryessa BART will be a one-hour ride to get to San Francisco’s Financial District 

without changing trains. They will be connected to the East Bay. 



Q: You’ve been involved with this project for more than a decade, what are your thoughts 

now that much more of it is coming to fruition? 

A: It’s exciting. The development process requires creativity and planning, and it’s rewarding to 

see this come about. This is a complex project, with $60 million in infrastructure already 

expended in the northern half of the project, and over $20 million in mitigation fees for the 

future interchange at Mabury and Highway 101. 

Q: Have you received interest in the office buildings from big employers? 

A: We’ve had a few inquiries. But we are really partnering in the marketing effort with the San 

Jose Office of Economic Development. Our site was part of the bid that was submitted to 

Amazon for HQ2 along with the offices next to the new Bay 101 Casino. 

Q: Is this the future of development? 

A: It’s a unique opportunity for any big user looking for a site on a BART Station and also near a 

lot of housing. There is a lot of competition for tech talent being in a well-located, mixed-use 

environment, so this kind of project is a recruiting tool. 

 
Ralph Borelli profile 

Organization: Borelli Investment Co. 

Job: Chairman. 

Age: 63. 

Birthplace: San Jose. 

Residence: San Jose. 

Education: San Jose State University, B.S. in business with real estate concentration. 

Family: Married, three daughters, six grandchildren. 

 
Five things about Ralph Borelli 

1. At age 19, Borelli joined his father, Nelo, in a real estate brokerage Nelo founded in 

1955, and became president of the company in 1977 when the elder Borelli retired. 

2. Has been an amateur race car driver for 40 years and raced competitively during all 

three years of the San Jose Grand Prix, a car race on the streets of downtown San Jose. 

He also is an avid racer of historic race cars. 

3. Used to sell, at the San Jose Flea Market, worn-out furniture his parents gave him from 

Borelli’s furnished apartments. 

4. Has raised more than $1 million over the last seven years hosting the annual Crab 

CHP’pino Feed for the CHP 11-99 Foundation. Also raised $150,000 over three years for 

San Jose’s Cancer CAREpoint. 



5. Works out two to three times weekly with a personal trainer. 
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Study finds riskiest times, routes for Bay Area drivers (San Francisco Chronicle) 

Weary commuters are accustomed to bragging — and cursing — about the comparative misery 

of their soul-crushing daily drives between home and work, most focused on how long it takes. 

Now they can also boast about the dangers they endure during their commutes. 

The bravest or most foolhardy Bay Area commuter, depending on one’s perspective, drives 

across the San Mateo Bridge, picks Interstate 280 — over Highway 101 — on the Peninsula or 

dares to go for a drive at lunchtime, a riskier time on the roads than either the morning or 

evening commutes. 

These are among the findings of a study released Thursday by Zendrive, a San Francisco 

company that uses the sensors in mobile phones to measure and analyze the driving habits, and 

safety, of motorists — and the streets and highways they travel. 

Zendrive focused on aggressive driving habits in the study: hard braking, quick acceleration, 

speeding and phone use, said Mark de la Viña, a company spokesman. Zendrive feeds the 

anonymous data its received into a computer that churns out numerical rankings of driving risk 

in particular places and at particular times. 

The study was based on 1.3 million trips taken by 100,000 drivers who traveled 21.9 million 

miles on Bay Area streets and freeways between Nov. 1 and Nov. 17. The data was gathered 

from cell phones via sensors and driving-oriented apps used by commercial fleets and 

consumers. 

“This is very statistically significant,” said Jonathan Matus, CEO and co-founder of Zendrive. “It 

really represents the patterns of driving in the Bay Area, but it is just one month.” 

Zendrive’s analysis was done to show off its Bay Area Commute Safety Snapshot, a mapping 

tool that gives motorists the ability to look at their commutes and determine the most 

dangerous departure times, within 15-minute increments, selects the safest route and 

identifies the riskiest stretches of the ride. 

It is, in a way, like Waze for safety. But Matus said most commuter apps focus on steering 

drivers to the quickest route, which may not be the safest. 

“No one helps you understand how your exposure to risk changes from time to time,” he said. 

The study found that in the Bay Area the most-dangerous time on the road — on every one of 

the routes — was between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m., not during the morning or evening commutes as 

http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Study-finds-riskiest-times-routes-for-Bay-Area-12505943.php#photo-13031204


might be expected. More than half of the routes were at least 3 percent riskier during lunch 

time. 

Drivers are safest leaving home between 6 a.m. and 7 a.m., Matus said, with the safest evening 

commute times beginning around 6 p.m. 

“A lot of it is counterintuitive,” he said. 

Many Bay Area commutes involve crossing bridges, and the study looked at the Dumbarton, 

San Mateo, Bay, Richmond-San Rafael and Golden Gate bridges. 

During the morning commute, the Golden Gate was the safest, followed by the Richmond-San 

Rafael, Bay Bridge, Dumbarton and San Mateo. In the evening, the San Mateo remained the 

worst, with the other bridges essentially snarled in a four-way tie. 

While Bay Area commuters take an infinite number of routes to and from their jobs, the study 

looked at 62 of them, all beginning or ending in San Francisco. The riskiest route was Mountain 

View to San Francisco on I-280. The safest? Oakland to San Francisco on Interstate 580. 

Zendrive has released other Bay Area traffic studies, including one that identified the most-

dangerous spots for bike-car collisions and another that determined that turn restrictions on 

Market Street are working. A national study by Zendrive last fall found that San Francisco had 

the nation’s fourth-worst rate of distracted driving. 

The Bay Area traffic safety snapshot was the first of several regional reports Zendrive plans in 

metro areas around the country. 
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High-Cost Rail - Part 139 Cost Overruns and Commuting via HSR (Burlingame 

Voice) 

There was more horrid financial news about high-cost rail today as reported by the LA 

Times here.  This should be no surprise as most big government project overrun their 

estimates; usually by a lot of dough.  The Times notes 

The estimated cost of building 119 miles of bullet train track in the Central Valley has jumped to 

$10.6 billion, an increase of $2.8 billion from the current budget and up from about $6 billion 

originally. 

The new estimate was presented Tuesday by Roy Hill, who leads the main consulting firm on 

the project, WSP (formerly Parson Brinckerhoff). Hill said the cost increases were mainly driven 

by problems including higher costs for land acquisition, issues in relocating utility systems, the 

need for safety barriers where the bullet trains would operate near freight lines and demands 

by stakeholders for the mitigation of myriad issues. 

http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Riskiest-spots-for-bicyclists-revealed-by-cell-6166621.php
http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Riskiest-spots-for-bicyclists-revealed-by-cell-6166621.php
http://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Zendrive-test-finds-Safer-Market-Street-turn-8332722.php
http://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Zendrive-test-finds-Safer-Market-Street-turn-8332722.php
http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/San-Francisco-schools-dangerous-intersections-12207276.php
http://www.burlingamevoice.com/2018/01/high-cost-rail-part-139-cost-overruns-and-commuting-via-hsr.html
http://beta.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-bullet-train-cost-overrun-20180116-story.html


"The worst-case scenario has happened," Hill bluntly told the rail authority's board at its regular 

monthly meeting. 

Some news that was not as widely reported came from someone with his hand reaching for our 

pockets 

The 21 years that it has taken California’s high-speed rail project to move from creation to 

today’s construction in the Central Valley were largely occupied dealing with political, legal and 

financial obstacles. 

 

But the head of the German-American consortium that just signed a contract intended as a 

preamble to a deal to run the railroad said overcoming California’s car culture is the biggest 

obstacle to high-speed rail’s success. 

 

“On mega-projects all over the world there is a political and financial challenge in there,” said 

Carsten Puls, president of DB Engineering & Consulting USA, the American arm of Deutsche 

Bahn, Germany’s rail system and the lead company in the 13-member consortium. “We have 

the same challenges in Germany on our mega-projects … That’s why they are mega-projects.” 

 

What makes California stand out, he said, is the need “have to have a mind change here from a 

car-driven society and shifting to more public transportation.”  Connectivity with public 

transportation is weak in the Central Valley although the state’s draft rail plan, now circulating 

for comment, calls for improvements. With five other passenger railroads including BART and 

Caltrain scheduled to connect to high-speed rail at Diridon Station within eight years, San Jose 

will have the highest level of connectivity for the entire system. 

 

Considering the initial operating segment of the project from San Jose to near Bakersfield, Puls 

sees high-speed rail’s primary utility at the start as a commuter link to and from Silicon 

Valley, which is supposed to happen in seven years. 

As one highly informed observer noted about Mr. Puls' comment:  Certainly the statement that 

HSR initially is going to be a commuter train does not fit criteria incorporated into Prop 1A (but 

that is certainly not a new issue is it?). Lots of luck getting California to give up on cars!!!  Gov. 

Brown's last day in office cannot come soon enough.  All of the press about his fiscal 

responsibility in his last budget pales in comparison to his fiscal irresponsibility on high-cost 

rail.  

Guys, it doesn't take Bruce Dickinson to tell you that as others mentioned, no thinking person 

really believed that this runaway train would cost only $65 billion dollars. Just the segment in 

the central valley is running almost 50% above the initial projection. Then when you stop and 

think about it, the HSR cost estimates made in 2009 (and revised downward!), at the depths of 

the real estate recession. Bay Area land prices are up 40% from these levels, and when you 

consider the value of the economic activity of business endeavors (that makes developed real 



estate even more valuable to businesses), as well as the fact that the consultants (hired guns of 

HSR) are probably not being aggressive enough in their estimates given their history of 

convenient understatement, you are probably looking at Bay Area HSR cost overruns of 2x-3x in 

today's dollars! 

In the meantime, the value of public transportation, including rail infrastructure is actually 

going down given the vast amount of resources that are being shifted into driverless vehicle 

technology. In a driverless vehicle world, not only will people not have to take public 

transportation as much, but sharing the cost of a vehicle with others given that vehicles today 

are not driven 95% of the time will become commonplace. Having fractional ownership of 

vehicles (or just owning fewer vehicles per family) will free up tremendous resources and costs 

associated with owning vehicles today. 

This HSR concept will be 30 years too late and $200 billion too short! 
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The long and winding track for BART’s new rail cars (Silicon Valley Business 

Journal) 

Commuters pressed cheek to cheek on stuffed BART trains have been waiting a long, long time 

for the system's new coaches to hit the track. 

Dubbed the "Fleet of the Future," the new cars have three doors for faster passenger loading, 

fewer and more narrow seats, higher ceilings and a better air-conditioning system for stuffy 

summer commutes, along with that iconic new-car (or at least lack of old car) smell. 

Intended to help ease congestion in the face of increasing ridership, the new trains will 

eventually replace the entire current stock of BART trains at a relatively hefty price. The 

agency’s initial order of 775 cars costed roughly $2.5 billion. 

According to the original agreement, riders were supposed to get 60 new cars by the end of 

2017. Obviously, that didn't happen. However, this week BART did get final approvals from the 

California Public Utilities Commission for the first 10 cars to start carrying passengers, which 

could happen as soon as Friday. 

Here's a look back at the twists, turns and delays in this more than three-year long process. 

• April 2014– BART unveiled its Fleet of the Future train cars by inviting the public to tour a 

model of the new cars in downtown San Francisco. The car came under some criticism from 

riders with disabilities who said the design meant less accessibility for disabled passengers. 

• April 2016 – The first cars from BART’s manufacturing partner were delivered, with transit 

officials aiming to have new trains on the tracks by the end of the year and “at least” 60 new 
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cars in service by the end of 2017. That prediction would prove to be more than a bit optimistic. 

In a foreshadowing of future issues, one of the new cars overshot a test track and plowed into a 

dirt berm in Hayward, forcing BART workers to dig it out. 

• August 2016 – BART confirms that its first batch of actual production cars won’t be delivered 

in December as initially planned, but nearly six months later in May 2017, with an unidentified 

engineering flaw leading to possible problems in the initial cars like possible overheating. 

• October 2016 – Riders were given an opportunity for an up-close look at the transit agency’s 

new test train in a series of public events held at various BART stations, where features like 

spring-loaded bike racks were unveiled. 

 

• July 2017 – An event was held for media at the South Hayward station to take a ride on the 

gleaming new trains. According to KQED, the test train arrived late to the appointment and 

halted unexpectedly during the journey, leaving some reporters and camera people lurching. 

• October 2017 – BART said the first set of their new trains have passed safety tests and may be 

in service as soon as Thanksgiving after final approvals from the California Public Utilities 

Commission. 

• November 2017 – Scratch that prediction. The 10-car test train failed examination by state 

public utilities officials onboard when the agency’s computer system failed to recognize the 

length of the train and some of the train’s doors actually failed to open, leading to state officials 

to order more stringent testing. 

• December 2017 – Due to delivery delays by BART's manufacturing partner, Canadian train 

and plane maker Bombardier, as well as a slowdown in how the transit agency integrates its 

systems, hope ends that the any of the new trains will be in operation by the end of the year. 

• January 2018– BART finally receives approvals from the state's public utilities authorities for 

the first 10 rail cars to start carrying passengers, which could happen as soon as Friday evening. 

With the most recent approvals, new train cars – which are currently being assembled by 

BART’s manufacturing partner – won’t be subject to the same battery of tests that delayed the 

first cars from hitting tracks. 

Back to Top 

Congestion pricing: Driving in Manhattan could cost $11.52  (sent-trib.com) 

Motorists would have to shell out $11.52 to drive into the busiest parts of Manhattan under a 

new proposal commissioned by Democratic Gov. Andrew Cuomo to ease traffic congestion and 

raise vital funds for mass transit. 
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Trucks would pay even more — $25.34 — while taxi cabs, Uber rides and for-hire vehicles 

would be charged between $2 and $5 per ride. The pricing zone would cover Manhattan south 

of 60th Street. 

 

The idea, called "congestion pricing," involves using electronic tolling to charge vehicles for 

entering certain parts of town during especially busy times. The proposal is expected to face 

stiff opposition in the Legislature, which must approve portions of the plan. Similar plans have 

failed before after concerns were raised about the impact on commuters. 

"There are going to be some naysayers," said former Bronx Borough President Freddy Ferrer, a 

Metropolitan Transportation Authority board member who served on a task force created by 

Cuomo to study the idea. The panel released its proposal Friday. "It's clear that the status quo is 

no longer acceptable." 

London and Singapore already have similar congestion surcharges in place. Supporters of the 

idea say it will address gridlock and raise money for mass transit. Skeptics, including Democratic 

Mayor Bill de Blasio, worry that tolls could be a burden, especially to middle class and low-

income commuters. Similar concerns doomed a congestion pricing plan from former Mayor 

Michael Bloomberg a decade ago. 

Yasmin Sohrawardy, who drives from Queens into Manhattan twice a week for her job as a 

financial software developer, opposes any proposal to charge drivers. 

"The people in the outer boroughs, who don't have access to public transportation the way 

people do in Manhattan, can't possibly afford this," said Sohrawardy, 47. "It's going to be 

extraordinarily expensive. If you live in Manhattan, you can take subways, buses or taxis." 

The fees on taxis and for-hire vehicles could take effect within a year, followed by trucks and 

then cars in 2020, according to the report. The task force said that none of the fees should be 

charged until mass transit repairs are made. 

The task force calculated the amount of the fees based on existing bridge toll amounts. 

Members of the task force said they could change before any final plan is approved. 

The congestion pricing task force was created by Cuomo last year after he declared a state of 

emergency in the subways. Details from a draft of the proposal were first reported Thursday 

night by The New York Times. 

De Blasio said he wants a guarantee that revenue from the surcharge will go toward public 

transportation. He said the proposal is a "step in the right direction" compared to earlier 

versions, though he continues to push for a millionaires' tax to raise revenue for transit. 

"We need to know a lot more," he said on WNYC radio Friday. "What we still don't see is money 

... being put in a lock box that would only fund transit in New York City." 



It's reasonable to charge motorists more to drive into Manhattan, according to Nick Sifuentes, 

executive director of the Tri-State Transportation Campaign, since travelers using the subway, 

buses, ferries and trains already pay a fare to reach Manhattan. 

"The only folks who don't pay at all are drivers — and those cars are clogging our streets, 

polluting our air, and harming the economy," he said. "If you choose to drive into the most 

transit-rich neighborhoods in the United States, it's only fair that you also pay your fair share 

too." 

Traffic congestion will cost the New York City region an estimated $100 billion over the next five 

years, according to a report from The Partnership for New York City. 
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High-Speed Rail Cost Spikes To $89 Million Per Mile (breitbart.com) 

The cost to build the first 119 miles of California’s high-speed rail project across flat ground in 

the Central Valley has spiked to $89.1 million per mile. 

The latest revised budget jumped by 36 percent to $10.6 billion for the Fresno-to-Bakersfield 

link that was expected to be the cheapest one, since the tracks are being laid on rural farmland 

that is pancake-flat. 

Civil and electrical engineering contractor Ernest Camacho, who joined the California High-

Speed Rail Authority (HSRA) board a year ago, claimed that he had never been warned prior to 

the Jan. 16 meeting that the costs were about to spike. 

He told the Fresno Bee, “We were just informed this morning.” Camacho angrily complained, 

“It’s horrifying when you look at the amount of money we’re going to have to reinvest to make 

this program work.” 
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HSRA chief program officer Roy Hill reportedly acknowledged at the board meeting, “The worst-

case scenario has happened.” He broke down the additional costs as $725 million for property 

purchases, $325 million for construction delays, $450 million for “intrusion barriers” to 

separate bullet-train tracks from freight train tracks, and $600 million in additional payments to 

utility companies and local government. 

  

The Proposition 1A bullet-train ballot measure was approved by a narrow 52.7 percent majority 

of voters in 2008. The voter guide stated that the cost for an 800-mile high-speed-rail system 

that would sprint from L.A.’s Union Station, cross the 4,160-foot Tejon Pass, roar up the Central 

Valley, and arrive at San Francisco’s Transbay Terminal at $37 billion. 
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With the trip estimated to take 2 hours and 40 minutes by traveling at an average speed of 220-

miles per hour, it was estimated that 42 million Californians a year by 2020 would happily be 

ditching cars and planes in favor of a $57 high-tech bullet-train ticket by 2020. 

Prior to the Jan. 16 board meeting, the cost estimate to build the train had spiraled upwards to 

$64 billion and the completion date had been pushed back to 2029. 

Breitbart News noted in March that HSRA had supposedly saved another $28 billion cost 

overrun by agreeing to have its supposed bullet trains travel through Silicon Valley on a 

“blended” system that includes 60-year old Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) rails, where 

commuter trains average speeds of 35 miles-per-hour. 

While the cost of building the bullet train continues to escalate, the Priceline web site sends out 

“name your own price” blast e-mails each day that usually feature $59 tickets on five different 

airlines that fly from LAX to San Francisco Airport in an average of one hour and ten minutes. 
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Corporate Shuttles Attacked (NBC Bay Area) 

(Link to video) 
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